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BOT/
approvals

4/ 16/2015

The following items were
proposed and approved
by the Finance Committee, and passed by the
full board of trustees:
+ Approval of purchase for
student health insurance at
SIUC

+ Tuition and fee raise of 5
percent for both SIUE and
SIUC
+ Increase in course-specific
fee for a field geology course
atSIUC

+ Re-establishment of the
Vice Chancellor of Student
Affairs at SIUC
+ Reorganization of University Park from Office of the
Chancellor to Office of the
Vice Chancellor for Administration at SIUE

+ A ward of contract for a
thlfd-party evaluation at the
National Com and Ethanol
Research Center at SIUE
+ Approval of purchase of the

public broadcasting station
dues for WSIU·TVand
WUSJ-TV at SIUC

+ Approval of purchase of the
Enterprise Storage Platform
for the School of Medicine at
SIUC
+ Approval of salary and appointment of the Assistant to
the Chairman for the Department of Surgery at the SIUC
Schoof of Medicine

+ Approval of salary and appointment of Dean of the
Graduate Schoof at S/UC
+ Renewal of employment
agreement for Kim Labonte,
executive director of audits
for the SIU system

The following items were
proposed and approved
by the Architecture and
Design Committee, and
passed by the full board
of trustees:
+ Award of contracts for
parking lot renovations at
SJUC

+ Award of contracts for development at SIUE

+ Asbestos abatement and
hazardous material removal

+ Resurfacing of Circle
Drive
+ Piping and insulation
services for NCERC

+ Project approval for a City
of Edwardsville fire stati9n at
SIUE

SIUE Chancellor Julie Furst-Bowe, SIU President Randy Dunn and SIU Board of Trustees Chairman Randal Thomas address questions from the press regarding tuition Increases and its effects on current students.
I Photo by Lashal Spencer/ Alestle

Board of Trustees battles budget cuts
Tuition increase for incoming freshmen approved
DANI WILSON
Alestle Reporter

as a student, I understand the finan- most affordable price in the SIU syscial implications of raising tuition. I tem.
get that we need to make every ef.
"Get the pricing sheet for all
fort that we can to keep tuition low, the schools and see where your inbut given the financial situation with . stitution stands. We have to cover
the state, I think it's responsible of fixed costs; we have to cover these
the board to raise tuition some," things we do that provide quality to
Morecraft said. "'There's no way we the institution. Ar. the same time,
could possibly raise it enough to we're willing to stand our pricing
cover what we're losing from the sheet against any other school in the
state. I would love to say it's not state and say that we are a great
necessary for the board to raise it 5 value for what we provide," Dunn
percent, but given the situation, rm said.
afraid that it is."
SIUE Chancellor Julie FurstSIU President Randy Dunn Bowe said SIUE in particular is still
said the raise in tuition was in antic- predominantly concerned with
ipation of the severe budget cuts making the college experience affordable for students.
proposed py Gov. Bruce Rauner.

Sn.I's incoming :freshmen will
pay higher tuition beginning in the
fall of 2015. This increase would
mean roughly $400 per year added
to current tuition.
The 5 percent tuition hike was
part of the omnibus motion voted
on by the SIU Board ofTiustees on
Thursday, April 16. Other elements
included in the package were the
purchase of commercial health insurance coverage at SIUC, and the
establishment of a fire station from
the City of Edwardsville on SIUE's
campus. All of these items were approved simultaneously and unanimously by the board
During the Finance Committee
meeting, trustee Roger Herrin discussed the proposed change to tuWith the cuts that will be coming
ition and fees, assuring everyone
down from Springfield, we're in a
that this was an extensive decision
tough
situation - a very, very
process. He said the committee reviewed multiple tuition scenarios
tough situation.
and their in1pact on institution
budgets, taking into account multiple possibilities for state budget cuts.
Roger Herrin
'"Ibis received lots of discussion
- both pro, con, justification, logic,
Trustee
rationale and everything. This was
[an] intense discussion, not only in
''We're always looking at ways
"[Board members] were trying
committee, but with the entire
board. This has been going on, so to get this balance - they knew po- that we can keep the cost more af.
please be cryst.a.l clear - this was not tentially we were looking at state fordable for our students. Everytaken lightly," said Herrin. "With the budget cuts that were going to be thing from our Zipcar program for
cuts that will be coming down from severe to all of the campus locations, shared cars to our textbook rental
Springfield, we're in a tough situa- and anything we could do to build programs so students don't have to
tion - a very, very tough situation." revenue was going to be impor- buy textbooks, so we're sort of lookStudent trustee Mitch More- tant," Dunn said. 'They were trying ing at the entire college experience
craft said although he understands to weigh that against the fact that if and how we can keep it as affordable
the financial complications this raise we push pricing too hard, it's going as possible," Furst-Bowe said.
Student Body President Nasir
presents for future students, he un- to be an access issue for many of the
Almasri said the board is generally
derstands the situation of the board students we serve."
Dunn assured the student pop- keeping the issue of affordability at
in the face of anticipated budget
ulation that the board still pursues the forefront in spite of the potential
cuts.
"It's a tough situation because • the highest quality education for the· budget cuts faced by the university.

~

'"The board is very aware of the
problems regarding the raising of
tuition. We're still very affordable
versus other universities, which is
very important. The other thing is,
relative to what it could be, this is
not a significant increase," Almasri
said. "I think the school is doing
their best to balance the cut from the
state with the in~e in tuition."
Although many questioned the
impact of this ru.ition raise on enrollment in coming years, student senator and newly elected student
trustee for the 2015-16 school year
Dillon Santoni said he does not believe enrollment will be majody impacted
"We still remain the second
lowest in the state, so while there is
an influx, I don't think it will make
a huge difference in enrollment,"
Santoni said.
However, the potentially severe
impact on smdent services may
translate to added complications for
the smdent body and Student Government in the coming year. Santoni
said he anticipates the need for compensation to save certain student
services, which may be eliminated
by proposed budget cuts.
''If it's the full 31. 5 percent, I
think the biggest thing you're going
to see is a decrease in services. What
they want to do is protect the academic portion, but in order to protect the academic portion, they're
going to have to get rid of some of
the services," Santoni said. ''We
might have to make up the difference for some of the services. How
we're going to do that - I don't
know, but I think that would be a
good plan - to figure out how to
patch some of the services if they're
removed."
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Gov. Ra uner advocates use signs to promote their support of proposed budget cuts to Illinois universities, such as SIUE a nd SIUC.
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Illinois senators seek to answer SIUE budget questions
moves as proposed avin projected the cuts will result in 120150 fewer job:; in the surroru1ding region.
"A reduction in fiscal resources to the university makes
our mission of helping to grow the Metr0 East economy even
In response to the proposal of major budget cuts by Gov.
more difficult," Navin said.
Bruce Rauner, SIUE hosted a Senate Appropriations ComGupchup testified about the impact of SIUE's School of
mittee hearing for the Metro East region. Senators from variPharmacy on the local community and the whole of multiple
ous Illinois districts gathered to hear presentations about what
regions if funding is cut, mentioning the loss in the pharmaimpact these budget cuts would have on the community.
ceutical workforce if students go elsewhere to get pharmacy
The senators present were Sen. Heather Steans, Sen.
degrees.
Andy Manar, Sen. William Haine, Sen. Pat McGuire, and Sen.
"Not only will we affect the education of Central and
Chapin Rose.
Southern Illinois students getting a pharmacy degree, [but] esGov. Rauner proposed a 31.5 percent budget cut to the
sential services will [also] be lost if we're not funded," Gupchup
state of Illinois that would cover multiple sectors of the state,
said
including higher education, medical care, social and commuThe implications of losing all funding to the School of
nity services and city funds.
Pharmacy
would ultimately reduce necessary medical providers
'The budget, which is being proposed, has been described
in smaller communities in Illinois.
as unconscionable, and that's exactly what it is - uncon"If this budget were to be adopted and signed into law,
scionable. It may be numbers to the governor, but to us, it's
we would have fewer pharmacists in rural areas of Illinois,"
people - real people, and they're citizens, and they're hurting,"
Manarsaid
Haine said.
In his testimony, Rotter outlined the many services that
During a portion of the hearing, signs were held up by
the School of Dental Medicine provides, from
Rauner advocates in the back of the room that
the quality education to the dental services prosaid 'Rauner has the courage to make tough
vided to the community at large. With the prochoices to save Illinois.' Haine responded to
posed budget, Rotter said the primary concern
those signs by posing a question regarding the
is
the loss of faculty, which could compromise
issues faced by the community being repre' ' I really fear for the future of Illinois as a the program's accreditation and affect student lisented at the hearing.
ability, effectively causing a program"'That's interesting. Maybe they can enwhole. I don't want to make it sound like censure
matic loss.
lighten us on the tough choices faced by the
doomsday, but that's what it appears to be.
"lbe clinics at the School of Dental Medipeople here today with this budget," H aine
cine see approximately 35,000 patient visits per
said
Nasir Almasri year, and we're the largest single provider for
Recently elected sru.dem trustee for the
Studen t Body President Medicaid patients in the region. If the proposed
2015-16 school year Dillon Santoni said the imfunding cuts to higher education are approved,
pact of the cuts would be sudden and extreme.
this translates to a significant loss of faculty for
'The direct impact on Southern Illinois is
going to be very prevalent and it's going to be very quick, be- as students will see less opporru.nities in the state after gradua- the School of Dental Medicine, which ultimately represents an
academic loss. The impact of this loss includes many issues,"
cause the budget won't permit it to keep going. I think the se- tion.
"I really fear for the future of Illinois as a whole. I don't Rotter said.
riousness is very high," Santoni said "If the governor gets the
Steans said the proposed cuts to higher education will ulfull proposal, the entire population will feel it, and it will prob- want to make it sound like doomsday, but that's what it appears
to be," Almasri said.
timately impact the workforce of Illinois and create less success
ably be almost immediately."
According to Almasri, the proposed budget cuts put a in future generations.
Manar said he saw through the scope of community tesburden on the universities that should remain in the hands of
"One of the things we definitely know is that student debt
timonies the larger cost of the budget cuts on the state.
·
·
and what happens on that makes a difference in what kids ac"I think it's clear that these cuts have a much greater im- the state.
"I think we need to find more efficient ways of spending, tually decide to go into a university setting and get their college
pact than just numbers on a balance sheet. That's the case we're
making with the hearings, is that we could, for example, reduce but I think universities are already doing that. I think cutting degrees," Steans said. "As we add to student debt, inevitably
mental health services, but that's going to have an exponential this really backtracks on everything these universities are trying from cutting so much, we're going to prevent students from
co t in the prison system. We could reduce summer lunch and to do," Almasri said ''I think if the state wants to hone in on being able to go and get those degrees, and being successful
nutrition programs for schools, but that's going to have an ex- the things that universities are doing wrong, I don't think it later in life."
In response to the representatives from SIUE, Haine
ponential impact in the classroom," Manar said. "We have to takes more red tape or budget cuts. I think it takes discussions
spoke of the imfX)rtanCe of the school to the region.
find an appropriate balance, and Gov. Rauner's budget is not and conversations and resource sharing among universities."
Additionally, Alrhasri said the profX)sed budget cuts
'This university is a tremendous economic asset to the rean appropriate balance."
gion. 111.is university's become a flagship, and to cut it and let
Testimonies from representatives for higher education in- threaten the growth of the SIUE population.
''You're scaring people off in a million and one ways, and it wither is shortsighted in extreme," Haine said.
cluded SIUE Chancellor Julie Furst-Bowe, SIUE School of
Manar said the proposed budget cuts' impact on SIUE
Business Dean John Navin, SIUE School of Pharmacy Dean if you're not scaring them off, they're not going to be a wellGireesh Gupchup, SIU School of Dental Medicine Dean educated population. That's what I think taking the money would be dire for the region.
away from education period does, and particularly higher ed"SIUE is a success story because of the work of the fu.culty,
Bruce Rotter and Student Body President Nasir Almasri.
staff and sru.dents here. It would be a shame to reverse that
Furst-Bowe said a 31.5 percent budget cut would cost the ucation," Almasri said.
N avin's testimony presented the results of this past year's course," Manar said.
SIU system $63.6 million, including $20 million to SIUE and
Current student trustee Mitch Morecraft said the prothe total loss of appropriations to the Scl1ool of Pharmacy, economic impact study concerning SIUE's impact on the Edadding that the board has extensively looked at possibilities to wardsville community. He also outlined how the proposed posed cuts present huge risks to the university, which is a crucial
make the loss less severe. Even though the boar:d of trustees budget cuts would impact SIUE and, therefore, the rest of the role in the community.
'"Ihe university does so much more than just educate stuhas already approved a 5 percent tuition raise for the SIU sys- area.
''In fiscal year 2014, SIUE contributed over $514 million dents. We provide so many services free of charge to people all
tem, Furst-Bowe said tuition would have to increase by 112
to the local economy. For every dollar we receive in state ap- over the region," Morecraft said "As we see a reduction in state
percent to fully absorb the losses proposed to the ~tern.
"Options - well, we\re certainly been looking at options, propriations, the university generates $8.60 in economic ac- appropriations, there's just no way that we can continue with
tivity. That's an exceptional return on investment," Navin said. everything that we do out in the community."
but we don't have many," Furst-Bowe said.
SIUE projects a loss of around 250 positions if the budget
To show the specific impact on SIUE, Furst-Bowe told
Read more about budget cuts at alestlellve.com.

DANI WILSON
Alestle Reporter

the senators what implications might result from the proposed
cuts.
"Frankl)~ this cut would mean fewer classes, larger class
sizes, reduced availability for students to get the courses they
need, which would extend the time it takes for students to
graduate from SIUE," Furst-Bowe said. "It would also decrease our ability to offer student support services such as tutoring, supplemental instruction, academic advising, career
development and experiential learning."
SIUE has a number of students from smaller communities that will be severely impacted by these budget cuts. Manar
said the sru.dent body as a whole should voice its opinion to
the government.
'They should continue to make their voices heard. Continue to articulate what these things mean [and] explain why
they're detrimental," Manar said.
As the representative for the student body, Almasri spbke
about the quality of an SIUE education and how it would be
impacted by the budget cuts. Almasri said the stress on snidents and faculty would be extreme. Almasri also said the proposed cuts will negatively affect the population size of Illinois,
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Sophomore nursing major Marcus Scott, of Jerseyvllle, entertains Sprlngfest
goers with Juggling tricks.
I Photo by Adam Mason/ Alestle
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Santoni urged the student body to become more involved in voting and to continue
staying informed on the matters at hand.
"Do the best you can to inform yourself
Ask questions, read articles - just try to keep
informed the best you can, because the better
you're informed, the better you can make decisions for yourself," Santoni said.
Kevin Bame, SIU vice chancellor for Administration and Finance, elaborated on the
later approved change in health insurance for
SIUC. After multiple requests by the student
body that moved to the committee and then
the board, the campus will be transitioning
from self.insured coverage to commercially insured coverage, remaining in compliance with
the Affordable Care Act.
The board approved the establishment of
a fire station on SIUE campus. This station
would be located between the water tower
and the Early Childhood Center and would
cut down emergency response time to the
campus by up to three minutes. The establishment, according to a representative from
SIUE, is the culmination of more than 20
years of discussion between the city and
SIUE.
The station would be constructed,
funded and fully staffed by the City of Edwardsville. The establishment puts paramedics
and firefighters a lot closer to residence halls
and academic buildings and will be 'i illy
staffed 24/7. Approval means the project will
break ground prior to the hard freeze~this
coming winter.
Dunn began the executive officer reports
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Employees of the Bank of Edwardsvllle dig Ice cream out of a canoe for students during Springfest Wednesday,
April 22, In the Stratton Quadrangle.
I Photo by Adam Mason/Alestle

by addressing the proposed budget cuts coming from the Illinois state government. According to Dunn, the cuts have already
resulted in the suspension of a number of
grants including the Illinois Clean Coal Project
and the Autism Project. These suspensions
also brought layoffs for staff members ·and
graduate assistants employed under these
grants. Dunn said this is just the beginning if
the governor's proposals advance.
"You're potentially going to see more of
this happen. As that takes place, as these waves
continue to come in, we'll try to keep you apprised as to what those adjustments are,"
Dunn said. 'These reductions have direct impacts, and we'll deal with them one at a time
as they come in, and try to keep you infom1ed
along the way."
Furst-Bowe gave the Chancellor's report
for SIUE. She explained the important work
of SIUE and its impact on the community,
mentioning that the campus is ahead of last
year in both summer and fall registration.
Furst-Bowe also explained a program coming
in fall 2016, in which students from Hong
Kong University will be completing two years
of their degree at SIUE.
In addition, Furst-Bowe said SIUE's
nursing prograni was ranked among the top
nursing schools in the nation, and Lovejoy Library received an exclusive $42,000 grant. A
program outlined by the School of Dental
Medicine is also currently providing dental
care to homeless veterans in the St. Louis area,
according to Furst-Bowe.
Furst-Bowe said Attorney General Lisa
Madigan is holding a summit on campus to
raise awareness about sexual assault and in an-

ticipation of the July 1 enactment of a smokefree campus, Health Services will be partnering with the Madison County Health
Department to hold smoking cessation
courses beginning this summer.
Furst-Bowe then outlined the improvements in giving over the past year. She said the
total giving for the current fiscal year is up by
20 percent. She ended by jokingly referencing
SIUE's Employee Appreciation Day, in which
she won a tricycle race.
At the beginning of the full board meeting, the trustees took public comments and
questions. This started with presentations by
James MacLean II from SIUC's Physiology
Department and Cheryl Anderson from SIU
School of Law, representing both sides of a debate on a reporting line change for the SIU
system professional schools from tl1e specific
campus administrations to the president of the
board.
MacLean protested the proposed change,
asking the board to provide a statement of rationales and goals for the change and proposing the creation of a task force to examine the
impact of it. MacLean said he feels the reporting line change will impinge on researci1 opportunities.
Anderson supported the reporting line
change. She said the School of Law unanimously supports this change and believes the
most appropriate reporting line is to the president rather than separate administrations.
The SIUC School of Law, according to
Anderson, wishes to proceed with legal clinics
and joint programs outside SIUC's campus,
and although the school wants to remain a
part of SIUC, the faculty feels it would be bet-

ter suited to take advantage of the opportunities provided by the whole SIU system. She
added that this issue has been discussed by the
School of Law for some time.
SIUE English professor Howard
Rambsy proposed a special academic leadership forum to provide academic activities for
African-American students, asking for assi ranee in his endeavors.
'The program seeks to alleviate the systematic exclusion of African-An1erican students from honors programs and special
academic acti,ities and support at SIUE. As a
professor Jt SIUE for more than a decade
now; I have observed the exclusion and ab5ence of African-American students from academic programming," Rambsy said.
"University officials have acknowledged that
African-American students have largely been
omitted from honors programs and prestigious scholarships, and some of those officials
have even acknowledged that it's a problem,
yet nothing changes. The exclusion continues
to persist."
During the public comments, Student
Body President Nasir Almasri brought a resolution to e,xpres.s student concerns about the
proposed budget ruts from the governor's office.
In reflection on the 5 percent increase in
tuition, as well as the proposed budget ruts,
Almasri said students should continue to research the potential impact of these cuts on the
state and their educations, also mentioning the
incredible dedication of SIUE faculty and

staff
Read more abou1 the Board of TNstees at
alestlellve.com.

Questions or comments regarding this
section? Contact the Lifestyles Editor at
650-3527 or lifesty1es@alestlelive.com.
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Metro East Eats: Fries Edition
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Stagger Inn Again provides delicious
chili cheese fries with a spicy twist. The
chili was hot and fresh, with a perfect ratio
of chunky beef to beans, and very little liquid to make the fries soggy. What made this
dish special was the cheese used - instead
of the melted cheddar typically used on
chili cheese fries, this item had melted pepper jack cheese, giving it a little bit of a
kick.
The french fries underneath were optimally crispy. _We would recommend eating
the snack hot off the press because when
the fries sat under the topping for too long,
they became quite soggy.
Although this was the only smothered
fry option on the menu, Stagger Inn also
provides fresh cut fries and potato- skins.
With a specials board that changes every
day, there is also an assortment of foods

that go well with the chili cheese fries.
Even though fries are a side item, the
portion of the chili cheese fries is big
enough to at least be a hearty snack. For
such a large portion, the price was also
quite low. Unfortunately, the service at
Stagger Inn varies upon the person. Some
workers were very genuine and friendly,
while others seemed like they absolutely
did not want to be there.
Despite the questionable service, to
end a hectic work week with some friends
or go on a casual and amusing date with
your significant other, Stagger Inn is the
place to go. The lighting is very dim with
soft alternative music playing in the background, but it is quiet enough to hold a
conversation. This classic pub and its
smothered fries are .great for a good time
any night of the week.

a1n
PRICE:$
ADDRESS: l 04 E. Vandalia St., Edwardsville
DISTANCE FROM CAMPUS: Less than 10 minutes
1. Fry-to-Topping Ratio:

8

2. Appearance:

10

3. Portion vs Price:

10

4. Originality:

10

5. Fry Style:

10

6. Service:

8

7. Atmosphere:

10

8. Fry Options:

8
Total: 74/80 or overall 9.25/10

m.alllllllltl.Clm
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Lotawota Creek
Southern Gri 11

10

1. Fry-to-Topping Ratio:
2. Appearance:

8

3 . Portion vs. Price:

8
10

4. Originality:

9

5. Fry Style:
6. Service:

10

7. Atmosphere:

10

8. Fry Options:

8

Total: 73/80 or overall 9/10

The Schlafly
Ta·p Room
In The Schlafly Tap Room, we were
immediately impressed with the rustic layout of the building. The exposed brick and
wooden pillars with dear, glass windows
looking out" to the brewhouse within the
building gave the feel of a traditional European-style pub.
We sat down and were greeted by our
waiter and ordered our plate of poutine which is a Canadian version of smothered
fries and differs from American fries by
using gravy and cheese rurds instead of traditional cheese and chili. We were not quite
sure what to expect, this being our first time
trying poutine. Upon first appearance, the
portion was slightly smaller than we had anticipated.
We had ordered one plate to share be-

1'111 lltslle // I

tween two people, but if one were feeling
particularly hnngry, a person could easily eat
1t alone. It was an enticing dish, completely
covered in cheese curds and it smelled delectable. The cheese pulled off in strings as we
pulled our forks away with fries drenched in
brown gravy. The taste of this dish was absolutely incredible. The savory saltiness of
the gravy combined with the hot, melted
cheese over the spuds was amazing. The flavor combination was a rave success.
While some of the fries were slightly
soggy, it did not matter in the least, as the
texture ofthe softened spuds actuaJly seemed
to aid in the experience that was poutine. We
would recommend all of our friends, over
and over; to try poutine at least once in their
lives.

If you are in search of ooey-gooey;
smothered
mouth-watering
fries,
Lotawata Creek Southern Grill in Fairview
Heights, is the spot for you.
The Louisiana Style Cheese Fries
come equipped with a mound of homemade seasoned fries covered with cheddar
and Monterey Jack cheese along with
green onions and bacon bits. The amonnt
of smothered goodness was perfectly proportioned to the fries, allowmg for plenty
of flavor without overwhelming the taste
buds.
The fries were sloppily placed on the
plate, but it certainly did not take away
from wanting to shove the whole plate in
your mouths right when it was served The
dish may sound unoriginal and just like
any other loaded fries, but the difference
was all in the taste.
It was apparent that the plate was
fresh, and time was taken to prepare iL
Everything in the restaurant is homemade

every day. The fries were served hot, with
the perfect amount of crunch and seasoning. The service was exceptional on a
Thursday night, with us waiting only
about seven minutes for our appetizer to
come out. However; let it be noted that on
the weekends, there is a very long wait
time for available seating.
The restaurant had a warm aonosphere with home cooked food, making the
fries a perfect fit in the menu. We only saw
two downsides with the fries. One, they
were a little pricey - about $11 a plate.
The portion size you receive is large for
what you are paying. If the plate was
shared with a whole group and the cost
was split, there would be plenty offood to
go aronnd at a cheaper cost. Two, you only
have the choice to get original fries; sweet
potato, waftle and spud were not available.
This dish is one-of.a-kind, tasting fresh and
flavorful, complying to every fry-lovers
dream.

PRICE:$$
ADDRESS: 311 Salem Place, Fairview Heights
DISTANCE FROM CAMPUS: Less than 30 minutes

2 . Appearance:

9

3. Portion vs. Price:

8

4 . Originality:

9

5. Fry Style:
.,.., ..ti

Jr'.

PAL<;~~,$, ,...
-,
ADDRESS: 2100 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.
DISTANCE FROM CAMPUS: More than 40 minutes

10

1. Fry-to-Topping Ratio:

~

...It;•

ro

6. Service:

9

7. Atmosphere:

9

8. Fry Options:

9

- !Fil

Total: 73/80 or overall 9/10
In The Shaved Duck, a relaxed, quirky
restaurant in Tower Grove, it is impossible not
to acknowledge the small bar lined with an
eclectic array of alcohol.
Icicle Christmas lights dripped from an
overhang in the dining area while a hockey
game played on a large LCD TV in the background. After a wait of less than a minute, a
smiling waitress seated us under a large, original painting ofvarious figures throughout history.
We ordered the smothered fries, and boy;
was that an apt name. The chopped potatoes
were absolutely drenched in cheese sauce, with
the addition of a generous topping of shredded.
sharp cheddar. Delicious pulled rib and slices
of pork also fonnd their way into the serving

-

vegetarians beware.
The serving size filled our stomachs with
an overabundance of delectable cheesy
goodness. Our eyes were a bit too big
for our stomachs, though, and the decision to continue eating through the
massive portion may have been swayed
by just how delicious the dish was. Next
time, we will be sure to ask for a box.
While it is a decent stretch of a highway
just to get dinner; the cozy; happen.in' atmosphere of The Shaved Duck is worth a venture
if you find yourself in the area. Monday
through Friday the establishment hosts live
music, and if you are looking to visit on -the
weekend, shoot for an earlier time to beat the
dinner rush; you will thank us later.

The

Shaved Duck
PRICE:$$
ADDRESS: 2900 Virginia Ave., St. Lo uis, Mo.
DISTANCE FROM CAMPUS: Less than 40 minutes
1. Fry-to-Topping Ratio:

9

2 . Appearance :

9

3. Portion vs. Price:

PRICE:$
ADDRESS: 102 W 9th St., Alton
DISTANCE FROM CAMPUS: Less tha n 30 minutes

10

4. Originality:

8

5 . Fry Style :

9

6 . Service :

9

7. Atmosphere:
Bluff City Grill Restaurant and Bar has a
welcoming, family-friendly atmosphere among
the many bars in downtown Alton. The food
and drink selection is rather original, particularly
for a bar; with multiple house originals in place
of average additions to meals.
The price made us feel like we got a great
deal for a great meal. For only $6, we had full
stomachs by the end of the meal and even shared
some of it. Bluff City Grill's smothered fries
would be a great shared appetizer or full meal.
The service was timely and we felt we were
taken care of well - waters were kept filled, food
came out promptly and our waiter checked in on
us just en9ugh. Although, he did seem a little
lackluster and grumpy. This did not impede his
service, just made the table relatively uncomfortable.

However; our attention was barely on the
wait staff when the smothered fries came out.
The cheese seemed never-ending, the fries were
perfectly shaped and cooked and there was bacon
covering the whole plate; the dish looked absolutely gorgeous. The house-cut fries com1;>limented the dish perfectly; and the house reape
ranch looked - and tasted - delicious. The garnish around the dish made the whole thing look
aestheticaJly pleasing.
For a classic dish, Bluff City Grill made
these smothered fries delicious and original.
Adding the homemade components such as the
house cut fries and homemade ranch gave a
unique taste and texture, adding a personal touch
to a dish. Pairing the great atmosphere with a
wonderful meal makes Bluff City Grill an awesome place to go.

10
7

8. Fry Options

Total: 71/80 or overall 8.75/10
1. Fry-to-Topping Ratio:

9

2. Appearance:

10

3. Portion vs. Price:

10

4 . O rig inality:

7

5. Fry Style:

8

6 . Service:

7

7. Atmo sphere:

8

8 . Fry Optio ns:

6

Total: 65/80 or overall 8/1 0

Bluff City-Grill Restaurant and Bar

2015 Senior Assignment Showcase Winners
College of Arts &
Sciences
Anthropology
Alexandra Taitt
Jessica Stanley-Asselmeier

Biological Sciences
Rosa Schulz
Lauren Brauer
Katie Whitlow

Mathematics
& Statistics
Luke Settles
Katlin Mcelroy

Music
Marie Brown
Grant Tracey
Dustin Rademacher
Tyler Elder

Philosophy

Chemistry

Ian Green

Jamil Mashni
Kayla Henning

Physics
Zachary Hartwick
Kasey Barrington

Criminal Justice
Studies

Social Work

Lucas Bennett
Amanee VonderHarr

Paula Tarbell
Monica Shallow

English Language
& Literature

Sociology

Kiley Herndon
Kimberly Seaton

Ashley Scott

Foreign Languages
& Literature

Applied
Communication
Studies

Kevin Flaiz

Tre Martin
Dylan Boyer
Jessica Stanley
Kimberly Chappelear
Colton Huelskamp
Kayla Myers
Kelsie Brough
Tyler Huth

Geography
Matthew Mittler
Steven Stehnach

Graphic Design
Casey Corkery
Nathan Culbertson
Austin Hinderliter

Theater & Dance
Nick Zobrist

Historical Studies
Ricky Newcomb

Mass Communications
Levi Malan
Jason Prott

School of
Nursing
Lindsey Gause

Kendall Knobeloch
Kelsey Ess
Laura Essenmacher
Patrick Small
Sarah Ramel
Jordan Lewis
Melanie Cacioppo

School of
Education,
Health & Human
Behavior
Early Childhood
Education
Jaclyn Heffner
Jamie Redman

Elementary Education
Chris Frey
Ashley McLaughlin

Exercise Science
Brooke Maxey
Ashton Stair
Samantha Jones
Rebecca Gray
Ryan Gordon
Jill Hecht
Tony Bartolomu
Scott Jennings
Ryan Deters
Mike Summers

Psychology
Ariana Warren
Elise Colon
Elizabeth Wheeler
• Sara Bozarth
Sierra Goldsmith
Gabrielle Kropid
Robert Williams
Larnell Marshall
Jessica-Corrigan

Alexandra Ta itt
Bryan Al len
Daniel Grote
Zach Smith

Trisha Hildreth
Teryl Thurman
Jenna Belgard

Special Education
Economics & Finance

Sylvia Barrett

Jordan Debo

Speech Pathology

Management
& Marketing

Jessica Eddy
Emily Krotz
Jessica Trone
Briana Jones

Taylor Knight
Jason Lee
Mary Lott
Justin Massa
Ryan Murray
Taylorr Nathaniel
Drew Nicol
Luke Padesky
Melissa Killion
Drew Moran
Kaitlynn Miller

School of
Pharmacy
Claire Laughlin
Zakarri Vinson
Lyle Pratt
Tabetha Todd

School of
Engineering

School of
Business

Construction

Accounting

Jordan Holtgrave
Chrissy Raffety
Denver Seay

Jessica Winkler

Computer
Management
& Information Systems

Electrical & Computer

Ryan Cort
Todd Dalton
Evan Kolosieke
Ryan Zajac
Dominic D'Agostino
Tyler Greer
Joshua House
Clayton Paulsmeyer
Brad Davenport
Douglas Faneuff
Michael Hanna
Christopher Parks
Colin Crowley
Josh Zuber

Benjamin Hanley
Alex Bridges
Mitch McKay
Ryan Brinkley

Mechanical
Engineering
Matthew Kreke
Daron Gray
Colin Campbell
Clayton Gorh am
Zach Green
Alissa Crandall
Christian Lant ry
Justin Emmons

201·5 URCA Assistant Showcase
College of Arts
& Sciences
Biological Sciences
Dallas Wright
Brooke Kottkamp
Callie Mincie
Ricky Mahajan

Foreign Languages
& Literature
Chase Tiffany

Applied Comm. Studies
Kiley Herndon

School of
Education,
Health & Human
Behavior
Exercise Science
And rew Seija

Health Education
Alexa Knuth
Corinne Brent

Physics
Alexander Daykin
Braxton Kilmer

~Psychology
Megan Wilson
Samantha Boschert

Markita Mitchell
Britta nni Smith
Danielle Scheibal
Jennifer Garland
Alyssa Golike
G. Cole Bolton
Cynthia Smith
Margaret Ascolani
W hitney Domingu ez
Clay Mace

Curriculum &
Institutional
Victoria Mizel
Levi Molenhour

Special Education
Brittany Thompson

School of
Engineering
Civil Engineeri ng
Ernaline Stendback
Francisco Lagunas
Stefan Flynn
Ma ri sol Ra mos
Joseph Mayhaus
Nichol as Moore

Ind. & Manufacturing
Lauren Hoffman

School of
Pharmacy
Breanne Knightly

School of
Business
Comp. Mgmt.
& Info. Sys.
Hanna Busekrus

Economics & Finance
Jacob Ott

School of
Nursing
Brittany Bertoni

2015 Senior Standou

SIU

Presented

by the Provost and Vice

The Senior Standouts Award recognizes graduating seniors who have excelled both in and out o
this award honors outstanding academic achievement while also

II

Robin Huang

Nominated by: Scott Boietti, Univem~ Housing
Hometown: Belleville, IL
Major: Chemistry
GPA: 3.82
Graduating: Moy 2015
Career Goal: To be a pharmacist
Accomplishments: Robin has been a phenomenal leader in many
areas across campus. Her involvement indudes serving os o Resident
Assistant, National Residence Hall Honorary, Chemistry Club Secretary and
Vice President and Peer-led Team Learning. While al SIUE, she hos also
been a suHes~ul Reseorch Assislon! for the Undergraduate Research and
Creative Activities program. Scott Boietti, Robin's supervisor as an RA, said,
'She hos been a role model and a mentor for her students, showing them
what success looks like inside and outside the classroom.' In addition to her
many other activities, Robin is preparing herself for a career in pediatric
pharmacy by volunteering al St. Louis Children'sHospital in her free time.

Christian Lantry
Nominated by: Dr. Soondo Kweon, Mechonicol &Industrial Engineering
Hometown: Belleville, IL
Major: Mechonicol fogineering GPA: 3.89 Graduating: Moy 2015
Career Goal: 1o become olicensed mechonicol engineer (thermoI, fluid sys.)
Accomplisltments: As on aspiring mechanical engineer, Christian
indicated that the senior design project has been his biggest intellectual
challenge while at SIUE. Dr. Kweon nominated Christion for this award and
said that the work he hod performed for the project was •superb.' When
talking about the senior design project, Christion noted: 1he learning
process is perpetual, and !his is fostered in the School of Engineering and
at SIUE." This outstanding level of work is also evident by Christian's
consistent nominations lo the Deon's Lisi. His academic performance, oncampus involvement and work experience prove tho! Christian truly
embodies what ii means to be olifelong learner.

11 Jesse Hansen

Nominated by: Dr. Anne Powell, Comp. Mgmt. &Info. Sys.
Hometown: Alton, ll
Major: Comp. Mgmt. &Info. Sys. GPA: 3.9 Graduating: May 2015
Career Goal: 1o own obusiness
Accomplishments: Jesse brings on impressive amount of work
experience to the classroom and student organizations at SIUE. He has been
employed ol Sigma ~drich in St. Louis since 2008. Jesse indicated that this
co-curricular experience has enhanced his experience in the classroom,
particularly for CMIS 470. When talking about o<hollenge lacing him at
Sigma ~drich, Jesse'ltlid, 'I sow this as an opportunity and used skills from
CMIS 342 to solve it Ithen reached out to others with similar problems and
was able to sove co-workers houij of lime each month. By the end of the
semester, I had been asked fa integrate all of the building'sspreadsheels
info one centralized location.' For h~ senior assignment presentolion, Jesse
went above and beyond by creofing awe~tte oboutthe work p1u1ed he had
solved. In addition to his success off campus, Jesse is a member of the
Association of IT Professionals, the Notional Society of Leoderslii~ and
Success, as well as the Golden Key International Honor Society.

· Veronica Heint1
Nominated by: Dr. Darron Luesse, Biologicol Sciences
Hometown: Oswego, IL
Major: Biology- Medical Science GPA: 3.97 Graduating: Moy 2015
Career Goal: lo be abiomedical researcher
Accomplishmenh: Throughout her time ol SIUE, Veronica hos
exemplified what if means to be o standout student. Her on-campus
involvement includes being a {ougor Guide, a Chemistry tu1or, a
Springboard to Success leader and an Undergraduate Research assistant
Veronica's faculty mentor indicated that she was 'one of the most talented
students• he hod worked with. In addition to being on Honoij Scholar,
Veronica volunteers for Lutheran Senior Services and regularly socializes
with the residents al another nursing facility.

II Brittany Kaiser
Nominated by: Dr. Huoibo Xin, Kinesiology ond Health Education
Hometown: freeburg, IL
Major: Communi~ Health Edut GPA: 3.78 Graduating: Moy 21)15
Career Gaal: 1o work for World Vision for children in impoverished
countries or of achildren's hospital
Accomplishments: Brittany has brought on extremely impressive
amount of community service and leodmhip experien<e lo the SIUE and
global communities. With a considerable amount of planning and hard
work, Brittany was successful in her role as ofounder of the SIUE Dance
Marathon. Now in its third year, Dance Marathon raised over $40,000 for
the Children's Miracle Network! Last yeor Brittany added lo her extensive
list of community service as on International Community Health Intern in
Ghana. Dr. Xin indicated in his nomination form that Brittany was wel~
loved by the local people with whom she worked and receiv~d great
evaluations from her supervisors.

• Rebekah Eyre
Nominated by: Jennifer Coomer, School of Bu~ness;
Dr. Mike Costigan, Accounting
Hometown: Centralia, IL
Major: Accountancy
GPA: 3.93
Graduating: Moy 2015
Career Goal: 1o be oCertified Public Accountant
lccomplish11ents: Rebekah has cherished her lour years as a
Meridian Scholar at SIUE. She has served as aSpringboard Student Leader,
Vice President of the School of Business ELITE, and Treasurer of Beta ~pha
Psi. Rebekah also gave her time lo the Volunteer Income lox Assistance
program, through the Internal Revenue Service, helping people wtth lower
incomes, persons with disabilities, the elderly and limited Englis~speoking
taxpayers who need assistance in preparing their own tax returns. She
balan<ed arigorous academic program wilh on internship al Anders CPAs &
Advisors this semester. Rebekah stated that her experiences 'seeing
muhiple perspectives through the eyes of my professors and peeij confronts
my beliek and perspectives and have allowed me to grow as on individual
and ostudent." ,

II Kiley Herndon
Nominated by: Or. Sorin Nastasia, Applied Communication Studies
Hometown: Wood River, ll
Major: English &Applied Comm. Studies GPA: 3.92 Graduating: Moy 20 I5
Career Goal: lo work al apublic relations agency in St Louis or Chicago
Accomplishments: This young woman from osmall town is leaving
SIUE with big ideas and big experiences. Kiley has excelled in juggling a
double major, honors course work, multiple research projects through the
Undergraduate Research and Creolive Activities program, and significant
involvement both on and off campus. AMeridian Scholar and member of
Phi Koppa Phi, Kiley has published research, written biogs, developed
mobile applications, and worked internships to practice what she has
learned in the dossroom. She hos served os the Executive Director of
Marketing and Communication for Student Government, President of the
Public Relations Student Society of America, an Admissions Ambassador, o
Cougar Guide and more. Kiley's study abroad experience fa Budapest and
Munich taught her that, •...exploring and learning for myself provides the
best intellectual insight My time of SIUE hos brought me closer to who I
am.and the capabilities Ipossesi as aglobal thinker.'

: Jacob OH
Nominated by: Timothy Sullivan, Economics and finance
Hometown: Quincy, IL
Major: Economics and finance GPA: 4.0 Graduating: Moy 2015
Career Goal: lo attend graduate s<hool and become aprofessor
Accomplishments: In and out of the classroom at SIUE, Jacob has
demonstroted a commitment to success. His academic achievement is
evident by his numerous accolades through the School of Business
including the Boeing Scholar in Business and the Robert S. Hoeke Scholar
in Economics. Jacob was also asked lo present his UndergraduateResearch
and Creative Activtties project in Orlando, FL, this semester. In additionto
being named to the Deon's List every semester since Spring 2012, Jacob
has been an academic tutor and avid volunteer in his community.

•. Alexandra Taitt
Nominated by: Dr. Jennifer Rehg, Anthropology
Ho11etown: O'Fallon, IL
Major.Anthropology, Comp. Science GPA:3.93 Graduating:Moy20l5
Career Goal: lo pursue acareer that combines both anthropology and
computer science lo benefit researcheij, museums and communities
Accomp6shments: Alexandro's academic fields vary quite drastically,
but her ability to bridge the two in her research is quite impressive. She
has hod the opportunity to travel to Suriname, Canada, Ghana and Nepal
while al SIUE to conduct research on her project and those ol faculty
membeij. Perhaps the most impressive aspect of Alex's research is the
research she designed to study Native American beodwork artists. The
interviews were conducted in the artists' native language. ~ex was also
recognized for her excellence with many awards including Outstanding
Student in Anthropology, Outstanding Junior in Computer Science, Student
Excellence &Achievement Recognition Award, and the Deon's Lisi.

Ryan Sleeper
Nominated by: Or. Tommy Voepel, Mathematics and Statiitics
Hometown: Trenton, IL
Major:Mathemotical Studies GPA: 3.8 Graduating: Moy 2015
Career Goal: lo be asuccessful teacher and orole model who makes o
positive import on many lives
Accomplishmenh: By all accounts, Ryan's perlormance at SIUE has
been oulslonding. He has consistently been named to the Dean's List and
been honored with many awards. Out of all of his peers, Ryon was
nominated for the Most Outstanding Senior award. His occomplishmenls
also include being afounding father of the SIUE chapter of Koppa Sigma.
When talking about his time at SIUE, Ryan said, 'The lost lour yeoij have
been more than Icould hove ever imagined.'

Mark Fehrenbacher
Nominated by: Dr. Soondo Kweon, Mechanical &lndustriol Engineering
Hometown: Newton, IL
Major: Mechanical Engineering GPA: 3.87 Graduating: Moy 2015
Career Goal: lo contribute to the success of my future employers through
innovative engineering work
lccamp6shments: AMeridian Scholar, Mork hos token adwntoge of
many academic and leodership opportunities during h~ time al SIUE.
Currenl~working oson intern forthe Eaton Corporation (!Hine Business), he
also balances h~ challenging academic program wi1h involvement as
President of Tau Beta Epsilon Engineering Honor Society, Concrete Canoe
Team, serving as on Enrichment Session Leader for ME 150, and on
undergraduate grader for faculty. As if that doesn't keep him busy enough,
Mark volunleeij lo judge the SER( competition on campus and orgon~es
engineering,1nspired activities for Science Olympiad conlestanfs. 'My time
here hos allowed me lo grow as an individual through rigorous coursework,
challenging projects, and extracurricular activities,• Mork said. 'I have
developed problern-soMng and leadership s~lls that stre!th way beyond the
classroom. ~I Ihave learned during my time as on undergraduate al SIUE has
prepared me for success, no matter what the rood ahead may bring.'
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nd out of the classroom. With aminimum cumulative grade point average requirement of 3.75,
hile also acknowledging significant contributions to campus life.
------------

Brad Davenport
Nominated by: Or. Anne Powell, Computer Management and Info. Sys.
Hometown: Worden, ll
Major: Comp.Mgmt. &Info. Sys. GPA: 3.9 Graduating: Moy.2015
Career Goal: To achieve aposition tho! allows me lo thorough~ engage
in my work and in continuous selfimprovement
Accomplishments: Alter completing his ossociote's degree at lewis and
Oork Communily College in 2013, Brod continued his academic success at
SIUE. He indicated that his mos! rewording academic challenge hos been
toking two database classes concurrently. Brod acknowledged the dilliculfy
of the challenge, but said that the course •made ii so exciting for me and it
also helped stimulate my intrinsic motivation for learning the content." In his
time ol SIUE, Brod hos been named to the Deon's List every semester while
also maintaining active membership in the Nolional Sociefy of leadership
and Success and the Association of IT Professionals. Brod supplemented his
in class learning through on IT internship at Alton Steel, Int
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Nominated by: Kelly Jo Karnes, Kimmel Student Involvement Center
Or. Steve Tomari, Historical Studies
Hometown: Streamwood, IL Major: Poritical Science and History
GPA: 4.0 Graduating: Moy 2015
Career Goal: To become aprofessor of political scien<e
Accomplishments: AMeridian Scholar, Nasir hos been involved ot
SIUE from the moment he stepped on campus. He is involved with Student
Government, most recently serving os Student Body President. Nasir hos
also participated in the Mu~im Student Association, Pre-low Ass0<iotion ond
(lub football Team, among many others. Nasir strongly believes in •po~ng
ft lorword' and helping new students al SIUE by serving as an Admissions
lour Ambassador, Springboard Student leader and Cougar Guide. He
monoges arigorous academic program while being engaged in research as
110rt of the Undergraduate Research and Creative Activities program. 'My
luculfy mentors in both history ond political science hove been unbelievably
wpportive and, at the some time, particularly challenging. I feel well
prepared to pursue my graduate degree with confidence thanks to them.'

Robert Park
Nominated by: Dr. Xin Wong, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Nomttown: Stanford, IL
Malor: Electrical Engineering GPA: 3.86 Graduating: Moy 2015
Corter Goal: To continually leorn and help others by offering creative
solutions to challenging problems
AccompUsh ents: Since coming to SIUE, Robert has been a prime
example of academic excellence. Iris track record of being named to the
Deon's List for seven semesters points to the hard work and determination
that he hos employed in and out of the classroom. To supplement his
education, Robert hos hod two internships in the field of electrical
engineering. When describing his Senior Design Project, Robert said, 'I'm
sure that the skills this experience hos fought me will prove to be useful in
the professional world long ofter graduation day.' Robert's penormance at
SIUE indicates that he will enjoy success long ofter graduation day as well.

Victoria Mizel
Nominated by: Dr. Elizabeth Coli, English language &Literature
Dr. Victorio Groves-Scott, School of Education, Heolth &Human Behavior
Dr. Catherine Seltzer, English language &Literature
Hometown: Edwardsville, IL
Major: Secondary Engush Education GPA: 3.91 Graduating: Moy 2015
Career Goal: Iwont to teach ond contribute to octuol structural change in
the American education system and social system at large
Accomplishments: Through her involvement on and off campus, ii is
apparent that Victoria is dedicated lo bettering the world through social
activism and education. She hos been heavily involved in on
Undergraduate Research and Creative Activities project with Or. GrovesScott which focuses on education in East St. Louis. With this opportunify,
Victoria hos created on otter-school program for high school students and
has been instrumental in the success of the program. AMeridian Scholar,
her success continues in the classroom as well, as indicated by her stellar
GPA. Victoria's senior seminar professor said that her 'project stands out
as unparalleled in terms of blending academic and creative consciousness
with on and off campus comm unify engagement.•

II

Meghan Watt

Nominated by: Dr. Mike Costigan, Accounting
Hometown: Alton, IL
Major: Accountancy
GPA: 3.77 Graduating: Moy 2015
Career Goal: To work in public accounting as on external auditor
lccompffshments: Since coming to SIUE in the loll ol 2013, Meghan
hos consistent~ been named to the Dean's List for her outstanding
academic penormonce. In addition lo excelling in the classroom, Meghan
hos demonstrated leadership through serving as the Beto Alpha Psi
President and wos honored with the Enterprise Emerging Student leader
Award. Outside of her on-campus involvement, Meghan hos furthered her
experience as on Accounting intern with Enterprise Fleet Management.

Joshua House

Nominated lay: Dr. Anne Powell, Comp. Mgmt. and Info. Sys.
Hometown: Woodstock, IL
Major: Camp. Mgmt. and Info. Sys. GPA: 3.82 Graduating: Moy
2015
Career Goal: To work in information security
Accomplishments: Joshua has gained the respect of multiple faculty
members throughout the (MIS Department in the School of Business os a
bright student and talented leader. Dr. Anne Powell noted that Joshua
holds o leadership position in the Association of lnlormolion Technology
Professionals and was honored with 1he Enterprise Student leader Award.
He was also recognized with the Outstanding CMIS Student Award ond hos
been named to the Deon's List for lour consecutive semesters. Joshua hos
also been successful os aU.S. veteran and on intern for Lockheed Mortin.

· Luke Settles

' Mollee Pezold
Nominated by: Or. Kathryn Brody, Special Edut and Comm. Disorders
Hometown: Mt. Olive, ll
Major: Psychology &Speec~longuoge Pathology &Audiology
GPA: 4.0 Graduating: Moy 2015
Career Goal: To be oprofessor of speech-longuoge pathology
Accomplishments: Mollee hos amassed on extremely impressive amount
of campus involvement and otademic success in her time at ~UE. In 2011 she
joined the university as aMeridian Scholar and hos been involved in muhiple
research projem ~nee. The copocify in which she hos served those research
projem hos grown into finally designing and running her own research this
academic year as a Research Associate for the Undergraduate Research and
Creative Activities program. She hos also maintained o penect GPA while
pursuing odouble major. Her focuhy nominator, Dr. Kathryn Brody, said that
Mollee is "the kind of olum we ore extreme~ proud to send into the world.'

Nominated by: Dr. Marcus Agustin ond Dr. Ursula ledzewia,
Mathematic~ and Statistics
Homttown: Springfield, IL
Major: Applied Ma1hemotics, Spanish
GPA: 4.0 Graduating: Moy 2015
Career Goal: To be an applied mathematicioA/stafuticion focusing on
biological problems

fl

lccompfishments: Luke has been aphenomenal representative of SIUE on
and off com pus. His experience and involvement spans multiple oreos including
being a' teacher's assistant, o Cougar Guide, o Research Assistant for the
Undergroduole Research and Creative Activities program and on Enrichment
Ses~on leader. Even with these octivities and mony volunteer hours, Luke hos
maintained aperfect grade point overage and held various internships. In the
lost two summers, Luke hos interned with NASA in Oevelond, Ohio, and the
Mothemolical and Theoretical Biology lnstiMe at Arizona State University.

Accomplishments: Several professors in the Accounting deportment
recommended Brandi to the deportment choir as on outstanding senior. Her
exceptional irHloss work hos impressed both faculty members and working
professionals alike 01 indicated by her participation in the Mory l.
Washington Wylie Internship Preparation Program. Brandi wos selected by
the Illinois Certified Public Accountants Society to participate in the program.
As oresult of the conference and her hard work, Brandi says she is "making
new connections, obtaining exposure to employers and continually being
presented with opportunities that align with my goals and personal brand.'

Brandi Jackson

Nominated by: Dr. Mike Cosfigon, Accounting
Hometown: St. Louis, MO
Major: Auountoncy
GPA: 3.89
Graduating: December 2015
Career Goal: To begin in auditing/tax track and ultimately become on
instructor for oBig Four firm's business school.

· Levi Molenhour
Nominated by: Or. Victoria Groves-Scott, School of Education, Health &
Human Behavior
Hometown: Solem, IL
Major: Historical Studies
GPA: 3.85 Graduating: Moy 2015
Career Goal: Ipion to teach, work toward odoctoral degree and make a
difference in the way students in urban environments ore educated so that they
con receive the same benefits and opportun~ies of other students.
Acco11pllshments: In his ttme at the university, Levi hos shown
dedication to his academic studies, research projects and expanding the
success of others through his work in education. He hos been instrumental
in researching education in East St Louis with Dr. Groves-Scott. As ofuture
educator, Levi hos also demonstrated his commttmenl to education through
his work with the Royal family Kids Comp, the SIUE Homework Hotline and
the SIUE AmeriCorps America Reads program. In the nomination letter, Dr.
Groves-Scott said "Levi's passion for excellence, diversify and education is
inspiring.' He absolutely ~ on example of how asludenl con give bock to
his communify through volunteerism and activism.

Many thanks to the faculty and staff
who nominated deserving students.
And to this year's winners ....
CONGRATULATIONS!
You are an extraordinary
group of people.
The University is extremely proud
of your accomplishments.
Best wishes upon
your graduation and beyond.

Alexandra Tai"

Jeffrey Browey

Department.Anthropology & Computer Science
Mentor: Dr. Cory Willmott

Department: Computer Science
Mentor: Dr. Gunes Ercol

Jennifer Roberts
Deparllllent: English
Mentor: Dr. Jessica DeSpoin

URC
Undergraduate Research
and Creative Activities

Almasri, Nasir

Savanna Stabenow

Department Political Science
Mentor: Dr. Denise Degarmo

Deparllllent: Biological Sciences
Mentor: Dr. Peter Minchin & Dr. Elizabeth Esselman

Joshua Tonnies

Mollee Pezold

Department: Mechanical Engineering
Mentor: Dr. Terry Yon

Department: Special Education & Communication Disorders
Mentor: Dr. Kathryn Brady
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Question~ or comments regarding this
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Letter to the Editor:
Campus should consider stude nts' allerg ie s in food labels
Stop for a second and think
about all the typical things that
you would eat in a school day on
campus. If YPl! didn't want. a
certain entree that is being sold,
what would you get instead?
What if you were only offered
one kind of food on campus?
Chase Tiffany
Student
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The editors. staff and
publshefs of
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Alestle office located In the Morris
Urwersty Center, Room 2022 or via emal at opinlor@'.]esfle.com.
Al hard copy letters should be typed
and double-spaced. Letters should
be no longer than 500 words. Include
phone m.rnber, signature,
class rank and major.

We reserve the right to edit letters for
gromnar and content. Care wl be
token to ensure that the letter's
message Is not lost or c:itered.
Letters to the edtor wll not be printed
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clrcUTlStonces.
We reserve the right
to reject letters.
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Louis and
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All of these sound like odd
questions to ask, but for the lives
of gluten-free individuals on
campus, this is something that is
regularly considered.
For those of you who don't
know what gluten is, it's a
protein that is commonly found
in grains, most notably wheat,
barley and rye. Celiac disease,
which causes damage to the
intestines upon consuming
gluten, affects about one out of
every 133 Americans. NonCeliac Gluten Sensitivity, a less
harsh form of gluten intolerance
with varying side effects, affects
about six out of every 133
Americans.
These individuals have to

Have a comment?
Let us know!
Send us an e-mail:

oplnlon@alestlelive .com
TheAlestte
Campus Box 1167
Edwardsville, Ill. 62026-1167

carefully discern which foods
they should or shouldn't eat, and
often times failure means pain.
As an.individual wi NCGS, I
know the pain of trial and err
that's
associated
with
transitioning to a gluten-free
diet. I've had to say goodbye to
the familiar comfort of many of
my favorite foods for substitutes
made of rice flour or other
wheat imitations. As a college
student, this additional challenge
of building a sustainable eating
regimen is even harder.
As any student might be
able to tell you, food options are
usually limited on most college
campuses. It's a common
occurrence to hear about
"cafeteria food" from any college
student and the desire to get
away from it. I like to give SIUE
some recognition in this
category - Center Court and
the other Dining Services areas
have a large variety, but this
doesn't
make
them
as
exceptional as they could be.
Even though we have this
large selection, options for
allergic individuals is extremely
limited to certain packaged

foods that have ingredient lists
on them. The biggest problem
here is the unpackaged foods and
the fact that if you ever ask a
Dining Services employee what
is in the food they are serving,
they almost always respond,
"Umm ... I don't know." This is
the biggest problem that I've
personally faced in being able to
eat on campus.
The smallest things pose
problems
for
gluten-free
individuals. Yes, baked chicken is
gluten-free, but is that sauce they
put on top of it? Yeah, that soup
looks like it may be gluten-free,
but was it thickened with flour?
Questions such as these float
through my head every time I
wallc into Center Court.
I do have a general idea as
to what is in most foods, but
anything can come in contact
with gluten during preparation.
This past year, SIUE did
introduce the gluten-free area,
which was wonderful. It created
a much easier on-the-go snack
station for me, but I don't think
it's a solution. Most times, the
station only has gluten-free
desserts and chips, which isn't a

sustainable meal. There are
frozen gluten-free meals in the
freezers, but more often than
not, when reheated, its flavorless
and has weird textures.
Now this may come across
as complaining, but I think I
make a valid point when I say
that I think Dining Services
could be doing a bit more on the
part of the allergic individual to
make their everyday lives easier.
Labeling food ingredients isn't
as daunting of a task as people
make it out to be; many college
campuses even go as far as to
label
the
entire
health
information for all meals.
SIUE is a great school and
has been taking a really proactive
approach to staying modern. It
was a great step to add the
gluten-free area, but I now pose
the questions, "Could they be
doing more? Will we see labels
on foods J!ext year?" I know for
those of us who spend 10
minutes deciding on not what
sounds good, but what could be
eaten would appreciate it.
Opinion c a n be reached at
opinlon@olesttellve.com.

Letter to the Editor:

Christians should acknowledge all biblical interpretations
I was dismayed to read
Jeffrey Elliott's letter regarding
homosexuality and Christianity.
While I agree that the Bible does
condemn homosexuality and this
is something that modern
Christians have to deal with, the
Bible also condones a lot of
reprehensible behavior.
Robert Yost
Alumnus

semesters.

For more Information,
ca 618-650-3528.
For advertising, ernoil
advertisi~e.com.

opinion@alestlelive.com .

What about the passages
allowing for slavery and the
beating of slaves in Leviticus
25:44-46, Exodus 21:2-6 and 1
Timothy 6:1-2? How about the
passages appearing to condone
genocide in Deuteronomy 2:34,
Joshua 6:21 and Exodus 32?
Would Elliott really have us

believe that Christians who don't
believe in Bible-sanctioned
slavery and genocide are not true
Christians? The wonderful, and
terrible, thing about religions is
that their holy texts can be used
to justify almost anything you
want. This is always going to be
the case whenever humans are
allowed to read a text and use
their own judgment. Some read
the Bible and find that the
overarching theme is one of love
and kindness from God - others
read a vengeful, spiteful, massmurdering
God.
Which
interpretation is right?
It seems that most modern
Biblical interpreters treat the
Bible literally. This is why there
are people who believe the earth
is 6,000 years old, there really
was a worldwide flood that killed

everybody except for Noah and
his family and the entire human
race came from two people. Is
any of this really believable in the
literal sense?
Religion is a source of
comfort, strength and morality
for billions o( peoJ?le. Calling
someone a hypocnte because
they read a text differently than
you is not going to accomplish
anything but to harden divisions
between social conservatives and
liberals, between religious people
and atheists.
Even if we do acknowledge
that there are disgraceful passages
in the Bible, what is to prevent a
Christian from removing those
passages that offend? If you
believe that the Bible was written
by men, and women, who may
have been divinely inspired but

still able to ~et the message
wrong, what 1s the issue with
removing offensive passages?
Entire passages and books have
been added or deleted from the
Bible throughout history. How
are we to know that the Bible
that we are reading is the literal
word of God?
Religions can be dangerous
in all sorts of ways, but before we
condemn all religious people as
hypocrites, let's work to help
more Christians be like Dani
Wilson, willing to acknowledge
that there are verses that
condemn homosexuality, but the
verses that ask Christians to not
judge and love one another are
more important.
Opinion can be reached at
opinlon@olesttellve.com.
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Freshman Ben Scamihom takes a plunge Into the water during the steeplechase event at the SIUE Gateway Invite Saturday, April 18.
I Photo by Christion K. Lee/ Alestle
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The Cougars' track and field
teams dominated this weekend at
the Gateway Invite at Korte
Stadium. The men's team won by
22 points, and the women's team
took second to the University of
Missouri by 11 points.
The men's senior sprinters
maintained top spots in the 100meter and 200-meter mns. Ahmad
Evans won the 200-meter in a No.
2 all-time record at SIUE with a
personal best of 21.04 second~,
with jW1ior sprinter Darius Smith
in second with a personal best of
21.20. Senior sprinter Braxton
Klavins won the 100 in a personal
best of 10.51 seconds.
Junior mid-distance runner
Jessica Oranika won the 200-meter
run in 24.01 seconds and finished
second in the 100-meter in 11.94.
"Oranika
had
another
outstanding day," Head Coach
Eileen McAllister said .
Junior sprinter LaDonna
Caston won the 100-meter hurdles
in 13.49 seconds, a record she set
last year and a time that gave her a
spot in the national rankings.
According to McAllister, Caston is
moving up in her rankings and
improving on last year's times.
"She tied her school record
from last year - that's definitely a
national mark," McAllister said.
Senior
All-American
La'Derrick. Ward opened up in the
long jump and placed first. His
opening mark was 25 feet, 2 inches,
tying him for fifth place in the

NCAA West region. McAllister said
this was a great opener to his senior
season.
"[Ward] had a really solid mark
- a national level mark. It was a
good start for him," McAllister
said.
Sophomore jumpers Mladen
Hristov and Ezekiel Clerk both set
personal records in the triple jump,
with Hristov jumping 47 feet, 7.25
inches and Clerk jumping 46 feet,
2 inches.
McAllister said there were
multiple personal records in throws,
including senior thrower Elizabeth
Hamp! in the hammer throw and
freshman thrower Lizzie Virgl in
the hammer and javelin throws.
''Hampl had a season best,
getting close to her PR from last
year; that was another move in the
right direction," McAllister said.
Freshman distance runner
Matt O 'Connor ,~on the S00-meter
run in 1 :55.18, marking his first
collegiate victory. McAllister said
with previous injuries that subdued
him during indoor competitions,
this was an impressive race.
«tie's had a series of little
injuries that kept him out of the
indoor season, so this is his first
meet since Januat")~basically. He ran
great, especially for a freshman and
coming off an injury," McAllister
said
Senio r distance runner Luke
Padesky took first in the 3,000meter run, coming in just seconds
short of a new school record. In the
women's 3K, ophomore distance
runner Erin Kennedy knocked
almost 45 seconds off her personal

best and placed second in 10:27.94.
McAllister said the teams had
huge success competing in their
home facility.
"The
attnosphere
was
incredible, we had a huge crowd,
the announcer did a fantastic job I can't say enough about the
annosphere that was created by our
fans and supporters. The athletes
definitely fed off of it," McAllister
said. 'They perform well at home,
they have a long history of
performing well at home, and they
solidified that. They know the
nooks and crannies of the venue,
and they feed off the environment.
There's just something about
competing in front of your home
crowd and they really made good
use of it."
The Cougars have just two
more regular season meets before
conference and the post-season
competitions begin. McAllister said
this means the athletes will be
settling into their primary events
and working for better results.
''It's just that time where we
need to solidify some marks going
into conference and figure out
who's running what events.
Continuing to do that over the next
few weeks is going to be
important," McAllister said. "As we
go into this weekend, we will be
competing a lot of athletes in their
primary events. We'll have the SK
again, which we haven't seen much
of this season. Over the next two
weekends, everybody will have at
least one opportunity to run or
compete in their primary events."
McAllister said there should be

a lot of great marks to look out for
from the Cougars as they approach
conference.
"I think there could be some
more school records go down here
in the next couple weeks, even
before conference. I also think that
we'll have a lot more PR's and
personal bests and breakthroughs,"
McAllister said. ''I think we're on a
roll, I think this whole season we've
had a good amount of success and
this weekend boosted some
people's confidence. That's great to
have going into the final weeks of
the regular season."
McAllister said the Gateway
Invite gave the athletes the
encouragement needed to continue
their success through the rest of the
season and post-season.
'That confidence boost that's the missing piece that often
leads to breakthroughs and big
PR's," McAllister said.
1bis weekend, senior throwers
Hampl and Greg Block will be
competing in the Drake Relays in
Des Mo ines, Iowa, while the rest of
the team heads to Arkansas State
for the Red Wolves Open.
McAllister said she looks forward to
seeing more PRs and great results
from the Cougars.
''We are just looking to
continue off the positive success
that we've had and looking to get
more national level marks and PRs.
The Arkansas State meet should be
great competition and a good meet.
We're excited," McAllister said.
Dani WIison can be reached at
dwllson@alestlelive.com or 650-3524.
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Cougars shocked by Belmont University, go 2-1 at home
BEN LEVIN
Alestle Sports Editor

Due to rain and an
unexpected loss, the softball
team had a long weekend at
home, but came out on top,
going 2-1 and maintaining its
first place spot in the Ohio
Valley Conference.
Before Sunday's doubleheader with Tennessee State
University was cut to one game,
the Cougars played Belmont
University Saturday, April 18.
During the two games against
the second-worst team in the
OVC, the Cougars' bats
struggled to produce. The
ineffective offense led to a
shocking shut out loss for SIUE
in the second game on Saturday,
but
Head
Coach
Sandy
Montgomery said the team will
use the failure as a learning
experience as the 2015 season
comes to a close.
"We didn't play our best, no
question," Montgomery said.

"Getting a loss against Belmont
is
very
disappointing.
Hopefully, we've learned our
lesson about showing up."
With only four hits in the 20 loss, the team as a whole could
not find its groove at the plate.
Freshman catcher Tess Eby and
sophomore second baseman
Allison Smiley were the only
Cougar athletes to reach base
more than once in the affair.
Eby was the only player to get
an extra-base hit, in the form of
a second-inning double.
Montgomery
said
the
Cougars' bats were not finding
the holes in the Bruins' defense
- something that can occur in
a game like softball.
'We certainly tried to move
ourselves around the box a little
bit and tried to go a little deeper
in the count," Montgomery
said. "I think we were really just
swinging at bad pitches and
getting ourselves out. We hit a
lot of quality balls right at
people. That's just the way this

game
is
sometimes.
Unfortunately, then we started
pressing."
Freshman pitcher Baylee
Douglass, who earlier in the
week had been announced as a
finalist fo r the National
Fastpitch Coaches Association's
Freshman of the Year Award,
was saddled with the loss
despite giving up one earned
run and two hits in her 4 2/3
innings of work. Junior pitcher
Haley Chambers, who got the
victory in game one, came in to
relieve Douglass in the fifth
inning and gave up a rare home
run to give Belmont the 2-0 lead
it held for the remainder of the
game.
In the first game against
Belmont, Chambers threw a
three-hit hut out. Going the
full seven innings, she struck out
five, below the average of nearly
10 strike o uts per gam e the
OVC's
top
pitcher
1s
accustomed to throwing.
Montgomery
said she

Senior shortstop Alex McDavld celebrates after a successful defensive play against Tennessee Technologlcal
UnlversHy Sunday, Aprll 5.
I Photo by Christian K. Lee/ Alestle

expects better from both
pitchers if the team hopes to see
success in the postseason.
"We actually weren't as
sharp as I would like us to be,"
Montgomery said. 'We gave up
a lead-off double, and they
ended up scoring that in the
second game. T hat was the first
run of the game. Then,
Chambers comes in and gives
up a home run to their best
hitter, which we talked about."
Losing to a team as poor as
Belmont can be damaging to a
team's mentality at this point in
the season, but Montgomery
said the team will take
Saturday's loss in a productive
way.

"These kids are good kids
that I have
they're
competitors,"
Montgomery
said. 'We've been doing well all
year long. You're going to run
into some bumps in the road as
you go. Hopefully they learn
from it."
Chambers was back in the
circle for SIUE Sunday, April
19, for the first and only game
of a scheduled double-header
against
Tennessee
State
University. Pitching the first
three innings, Chambers' day
was cut short due to a rain delay
tl1at went more than three
hours.
When the game resumed,
Douglass was on the mound for
the Cougars, and received the
victory for her four-inning relief
appearance. Montgomery said
after the rain, the decision to
take out Chambers was easy.
"It's a tough day when
you're pitching in the rain no
matter
who
you
are,"
Montgomery said. "I think
[Chambers] came out, and she
threw pretty well. Anytime you
have that long rain delay, it's not
smart to keep your starting
pitcher in there and make her
warm -u p again, so we got
[D o uglass] going. She had a
couple
of
rough
spots
throughout the innings she

pitched, but she threw well.
We're just happy to get out of
here with a win."
While her presence on the
mound
was
short-lived,
Chambers' bat, along with the
rest of the SIUE lineup, saw
much more success against
Tennessee State. In her usual
leadoff spot, Chambers went 2for-3 and scored three runs on
the way to an 8-2 victory.
Also having an impressive
day at the plate was senior
shortstop Alex McDavid. The
2013 OVC Player of the Year
had three RBIs in the game to
lead all hitters.
Montgomery said seeing
how McDavid hit on Sunday
was a good sign of things to
come.
"She was l-for-4, but
stepped up when we needed it
and
got
three
RBIs,"
Montgomery said. "This time of
the year - we're down to even
games left in the regular cason
- you just got to keep grinding
it out and seeing the ball and
swinging, trying to make
contact and squaring it up.
Good things will happen if you
do that."
With their victories during
the
three-game
weekend,
Chambers and Douglass are at
the top of the OVC in overall
pitching. Chambers' 20 wins,
along with her 233 strikeouts
makes her the best pitcher in the
conference, but her freshman
teammate is not too shabby
either. Douglass is second in the
OVC with 14 victories.
The Cougars returned to
action at 1 p.m. Wednesday,
April 22, when they traveled to
Lawrence, Kan. to take on the
Kansas University Jayhawks.
The team comes home this
weekend for a three-game series
versus the University of
Tennessee at Martin starting at
1 p.m. Saturday, April 25.
Ben Levin c a n be reached a t
blevin@Jlestlelive.com or 650-3524.

Poor pitching haunts baseball team in three-game sweep
CAITLIN GROVE
Alest/e Lifestyles Editor

The baseball team was stifled in
three games versus Morehead State
University this past weekend, launching
its loosing streak to four games and
dropping to fifth place in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
On Friday, April 17, the Cougars fell
short by the score of 13-9. SIUE came
out on top after coring three runs on a
double off the bat of junior infielder
Skyler Geissinger in the top of the first
inning. After falling behind 4-3, the team
grabbed two runs in the top of the third
inning off a two-run shot by senior
catcher Parker Guinn.
After earning one more run in the
top of the fifth inning with a home run
off the bat of senior first baseman Alec
Saikal, the team fell behind 13-6 before
scoring three in the top of the ninth
inning. Senior outfielder Nick Lombardo
sent his fifth home run of the season over
the wall, followed soon after by a tworun single off the bat of Geissinger.
Unfortunately in the end, the deficit was
too great to conquer.
Junior starting pitcher Zach Malach
hurled four innings on the mound,
giving up six runs on eight hits. Senior
Ryan Daniels (2-5) came in on relief,

The team dropped the final game of
the series, losing game two of the double
header 11-9. After scoring two runs, one
in the third inning and another in the
fourth inning, the Cougars fired back
with a five-run fifth inning. Saikal
launched another two-r un home run,
followed by a RBI single off the bat of
Geissinger. Junior infielder Jacob Stewart
then sent a two-run double to left center,
scoring two.
The team scored once more in the
seventh
and eighth, but Morehead State's
Offensively, we picked up quite a
defense was no match for SIUE.
few runs and were solid on
Junior starting pitcher Jarrett Bednar
allowed
five runs on eight hits in four
defense; we just gave up too
innings pitched. Junior Ryan Agnitsch
many runs .
came in on relief, giving up three runs on
five hits in three innings on the mound.
Senior Brett Thomas (2-2) received the
Tony Stoecklin
loss after pitching just one inning and
S/UE Baseball Head Coach
allowing three runs on three hits.
Following this weekend's play, the
said. "I think [Malach] could have 14 hits and earning his third loss of the team's record dropped to 12-20 overall
and 12-9 in the Ohio Valley Conference,
pitched better; a starter's job is to pitch season (4-3).
Stoecklin said the pitching was the falling from second to fourth place in just
six innings and keep us in the ballgame."
In game one of the double header downfall of game one of the double a weekend.
The Cougars' next game is at 6 p.m.
Saturday, April 18, the team surrendered header.
13 runs once again, however this time
"We just didn't play well enough to Friday, April 24, at SIUE's Simmons
only claiming five runs on the offensive. win that first game on Saturday," Baseball Complex against the University
After.falling behinq. 7-0 by the third Stoecklin said. "The majority of of Tennessee at Martin.
inning, the Cougars grabbed one in the [Schuster's] pitches were up in the strike
Caitlin Grove can be reached at
top of the third inning off a sacrifice fly zone and he gave up way too many hits."
cgrove@alestlelive.com or 650-3524.

receiving the loss after allowing seven
runs on eight hits in four innings
pitched.
Head Coach Tony Stoecklin said on
Friday, the 13-run deficit made it hard
for the Cougars to come back.
"O ffensively, we picked up quit
few runs and were solid on defense; we
just gave up too many runs," Stoecklin

a

''

by Saikal. Senior outfielder Denton Reed
fired a two-run shot to right center in the
top of the fourth inning. Freshman
outfielder Dustin Woodcock homered to
right center in the top of the eight
inning, scoring two more runs for the
Cougars, but it was still not enough.
Junior starting pitcher P.J. Schuster
threw five innings, allowing nine runs on
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C1~s falS need to mailltain old mindset in dialin1 wit~ Kris B1J1at
-BEN LEVIN
Alesfle Sports Editor

After years of being told to wait
another year, the 2015 Chicago Cubs
look like a team that could compete for
a title. No one on the team displays this
new attitude better than rookie
outfielder and third baseman Kris
Bryant.
After a much talked about spring
training and a short minor league stint
that guaranteed he would be with the
Cubs for tl1e next seven seasons, Bryant
was called up to the big-league club on
Friday, April 17. While fans were hoping
to see a glimpse of me promising power
the 23 year old had shown in March,
what they saw was quite different.
Striking out three times while going
0-for-4 in his debut Cubs fans were
. uddenly hit with the realization that
meir great messiah, who is supposed to
help the team win many championships,
might actually be human. Then, on me
next day, Bryant looked like the talented
prospect Chicago fans were hoping for.
Bryant reached base five times
during me Cubs' 7-6 victory against the
San Diego Padres, turning the previous
day's strikeouts into walks and securing
me first RBI of hi major league career.
While fans of baseball are well aware
of baseball's inconsistencies, all of that
thinking has seemingly gone out the
door when it comes to Bryant. Maybe he
is only the flavor of the week, but even
as a Cardinals fan, I hope not.
Seeing a player get hyped up as
much as Bryant has does concern me,
though. He is obviously a talented
player, but from all the coverage
surrounding him, it almost seems like
the Cubs winning or losing will be
directly reflected on his play.
Giving this much attention to a
rookie - who is likely already being told

how great he is by super agent Scott
Baras - can hinder a player's growth. In
Bryant's case, much of his hype is due to
spring training where he hit nine home
runs. But, basing a player's skill level
around how he played during exhibition
games is ridiculous.
Bryant has hit at all levels, so the
history of success is nice to see; but, as
many baseball fans know, great minor
league statistics do not always correlate
to terrific or even good major league
numbers.
Another issue with Bryant's success
is mat he does not know what it is like
to struggle. At some point this season,
MLB pitchers will find a hole in his
swing, and his average will drop. Most
players accept this as something that
occurs to every player during a 162game season, but rookies who have not
seen many problems, like Bryant, tend to
struggle with understanding how to
break out of the slump.
With his every move being carefully
watched - especially in an age where
the slightest bit of information can be
tweeted out in a second - Bryant is
going to come under great scrutiny
when he struggles. His manager Joe
Maddon and his teammates will surely
try their best to keep Bryant humble, but
on a team sick of losing, it will be tough.
Cubs fans are patient, almost to a
fault, but after a big offseason where
Maddon and star pitcher Jon Lester were
brought in, the idea that this has to be
the year seems to run strong among fans.
As a Cardinals fan, it is hard to
understand my rivals' dedication to a
team that in past years has been a
glorified minor league team, but I advise
these fans to stick to the mentality mey
have always had, and be patient.
Trying to build up Bryant as being a
god could greatly hinder the team's
future. Also hurt in all of this are the

The Chicago Cubs Kris Bryant hits a single RBI during the fifth Inning against the San Diego Padres
at Wrigley Field In Chicago on Saturday, April 18, 2015.
I Photo by Armando L. Sanchez/Chicago Tribune (MCT)

other players on the team, who may try
to work harder than they have in
previous
years given
the
high
expectations.
The Cubs have other young talents
who have seemingly been lost in all the
hype of Bryant. Players like outfielder
Jorge Soler, who is fighting for a starting
spot in the lineup if the Cubs choose to
use Bryant there, may attempt to
overcompensate so they can keep their
jobs.
When players, especially younger
ones, attempt to do too much, mey often
screw up on the little things. Wim· more
errors and Less success at the plate, the
team as a whole is negatively affected.
In a division with the Cardinals,
Pirates, Reds and Brewers - all teams
who could potentially make the playoffs
- expecting a team that has not seen

postseason success in years will suddenly
be a top team is idiotic. It is also not
consistent with a Cubs fan's past
mentality.
Year after year, Cubs fans have come
back to their team, knowing it likel y
would not be a successful season . One
player should not change that. While
there are better components throughout
the team, Chicago fans should be
content with improvement, which is not
limited to a World Series title.
Seeing a player like Bryant on the
field is obviously encouraging for Cubs
fans, but it does not mean mey will be
successful. Fans should remember this
and be aware that there is always next
year.
Ben Levin con be reached at
blevin@olestlefive.com or 6SJ.3524.
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Batting Average
A. Gonzalez
A. Jones
M. Holllday
D, LeMahle u
J. Iglesias
D. Gordon
M. C abrero
P. Fielder

LAD
BAL
STL
COL
DET
MIA
DET
TEX

.442
.442
.425
.417
, 400
.390
.389
.386

LAD
MIA
BAL
SF
TEX

23
23
23
22
22

Hits
A, Gonzalez
D.Gordon
A. Jones
N. Aoki
P. Fielder

M. Kemp
B. Butler
M. Cabrera
D. LeMahleu
K. Morales

SD
OAK
DET
COL
KC

22
21
21
20
20

SEA
GIN
ARI
LAD
BAL
PIT
DET
BOS
HOU

8
6
5
5
5

Home Runs
N. Cruz
J. Votto
P. Goldschmidt
A. Gonzalez
A. Jones
S. Marte
J. Mortinez
H. Ramiez
L. Valbuena

CLASSI Fl EDS
GIVE YOU MORE!

N. Cruz

5
5
5

A. Jones
P. Goldschmidt
A. Gonzalez

Place your classified ad
at atime convenient for you
using our easy and secure
online intertace at:
alesdelive.com'classifieds
Deadlines:
By noon Friday for Tuesday issue
or noon Monday for Thursday issue
Having trouble? Call 618-650-3528
or e-mail classilieds@alestlelive.com
AlestleOfficeHours:
MUC2022
8a.m. -4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday

MISCELLANEOUS
Got a minute?
Read the Bible!
www.sowersseed.org/minute.html

Assistant Administrator
Assistant Administrator to directly assist
Administrator for 100-bed facility for
developmentally disabled adults. Must be
QIDP certified or have degree in Human
Services field and obtain supervisory skills.
Requires at least 3 years experience
working with DD. Good communication
skills a must. GILA experience would be a
plus. Benefit package, background check
and drug testing required.
Send Resume to:
Board of Di rectors
1450 Caseyville Ave.
Swansea, IL 62226
Email rsmith@pafslc.org

FOR RENT
2 BR, 1.5 BA townhomes. W/0 hook-up,
refrigerator, dishwasher, oven/stove and
microwave. Pet-Friendly, Garage Options,
Flexible leasing options. Now taking
applications for Summer 2015 waitlist.
Cherry Hills Properties
618-692-9310

4
4
4
4
4

M . Kemp
S, Greene
D. Price
N. Mortinez
M. Scherzer
A. DeSclafanl
C. Heston
D, Keuchel

4
4

4
4
4

14

M. Scherzer
J. Cueto
M. Harvey
J. Shletqs

DET
DET
TEX
DET
GIN
SF
HOU

0.39
0.40

TB
CLE
LAD
CLE
LAD

25
24
24
24

WSH
CIN

NYM

~c

Saves

,OAS .
tJ'.83

J. Famma
J. Grilli

0.86
0.87
0.90

6
6
5
5
5
5
4
4

S, Casilla
C. Kimbrel
A. MIiier
J. Soria
B. Boxberg~r
Z. Britton
G. Holland

Strike Outs
C. Archer
T. Bauer
C. Kershaw
C. Kluber
B. McCarthy

16
16
15
14

SEA
BAL
ARI
LAD

SD

Earned Run Average

Runs Batted In

HAVE A NEWS TIP? CALL 618.650.3528 • EMAIL EDITOR@ALESTLELIVE.COM

ALESTLE

PIT
TOR
CIN
NYY
TOR
CIN
ATL
WSH
NYY

z.

5

HELP WANTED

cws

J. Abreu
P. Alvorez
J. Bautista
Cozort
S. Drew
E. Encarnacion
T. Frazier
F, Freeman
B. Harper
A. Rodrig uez

30
26
26
25
25

4

HAVE A NEWS TIP? CALL 618.650.3528 • EMAIL EDITOR@ALESTLELIVE.COM

SMOKE-FREE
2 Bedroom 1.5 Bath Townhomes
Quiet. Clean. Well-maintained. Great
interstate access. Includes water, sewer
and trash service. Washer and dryer in
unit. On-site owner. No pets. No
smoking anywhere on the property.
Near 1-255 and Horseshoe Lake Road,
Arlington Greens Golf Course and
Madison County Bike Trail System.
618-931-4700
www.fairway-estates.net
srise1@charter.net
fairwayestates@charter.net

3 BR, 1.5 BA, dishwasher, w/d hk-ups,
no smoking, no pets. 1 duplex avail.
mid-May and 1 duplex avail. mid-June.
Rent $960/mo. 618-307-5575

NEEDVOL

CREDITS?

WE HAVE SPOTS IN ASIA,
AFRICA. LATIN AMERICA.
USA AND EUROPE

FOR SALE
Honda Odyssey Minivan 2006
EXCELLENT CONDITION. WELLMAINTAINED. SINGLE OWNER. 8
PASSENGERS. FOLDABLE SEATS.
DVD/SUNROOF.
146K
MILES.
EXCELLENT
EXTERIOR
AND
INTERIOR. BEST OFFER! 618-920-9207
Email tpartha@siue.edu

Many different projects. 2-4 weeks to
several months. Since 1920. You pay
$185 plus your airfare. we supply
food. housing and insurance.

WWW.SCI-IVS.ORG
OR

CALL DAVE @ 618-659-0188

VOLUNTEER THIS SUMMER!!
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NEEDS YOU!
at Morns Urnv. Center.
Rm 2022
for the follornnq positions:

Appl'!

Reporters
Photographers
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are YOU looking for a
--J-J gives you real world
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IENCE

offers you a

REWARDING V:ii:oNMENT?
FILL OUT AN APPLICATION TODAY AT SIUE'S AW RD-WINNING STUDENT

EWS PUBLICATION

2022 Morris University Center
(6 8) 656-3528
alestlelive.com
fb.com/Al estlelive
twitter.com/TheAlestle
instagram.com/TheAlestle
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